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 “Behind every book is a man; behind the man is the race; and behind the race are the 
natural and social environments whose influence is consciously reflected.”Each age has 
its own characteristics revealing that particular period and its literature. -              J. Long 

 Twenty first century has witnessed  the  craving for that unfathomable horizon which 
comes in the form of   magic and mythology. No wonder we are flooded by books like 
J.K. Rowling’s series- Harry Potter novels, C.S. Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia, Dan 
Brown’s Novels ,The Da Vinci Code, Inferno, Angels and Demons.  

When the world scene is abuzz with characters from, Marvel , Avengers, Game of 
Thrones and X-Men , our Indian writers are also  showing renewed interest to project our 
Indian epics and Puranas in a new light. and write stories based on Indian Mythology for   
the English speaking  readership all over the world. Some of the leading writers discussed 
in this article are Amish Tripathi, Vishwas Mudugal and  Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni. 
This  article also discusses the great contribution of Indian writers and its diaspora 
through their  diverse content and  Indian experience to South Asian literature  

KEYWORD-  South Asian literature, mythical fiction. epics  puranas, mythology. 

Introduction 

 South Asian literature refers to the literary work of writers from the Indian subcontinent 
and its surrounding countries. The countries that come under South Asian literature are   
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, SriLanka and Nepal,  Maldives, Burma, Bhutan, 
Afghanistan and Iran. 

South Asian literature has been written in English as well as in  many  native  languages 
of the region.   South Asian literature has been produced in about forty major languages, 
including translations into Persian, Portuguese, French, and English. 

After the success of Booker Prize winning authors like Salman Rushdie and Arundhati 
Roy, many Indian writers got inspired to write in English.   Apart from the male writers 
there have been many great female writers as well. Many female writers have written 
novels on different topics but mainly their concern has been gender discrimination and   
ill treatment of the women in the society. They have written novels on  topics such as 
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widow-marriage, child marriage, love stories, sexual content ,urban –rural divide and   
family relationships. 

Indians are one of the  major contributors  to South Asian literature in English . English 
language was introduced to the Indian subcontinent 300 years ago by the Britishers and 
since then English   has held a special place among the Indian languages .   The first book 
by an Indian in English was by Sake Dean Mahomet , titled Travels of Dean Mahomet  
written one and a half centuries ago in the year 1793. It was  a travel narrative by 
Mahomet   published  in England. In its early stages it was influenced by the Western art 
form of the novel. Early Indian writers used the British English ,unadulterated by Indian 
words to convey their experience which was essentially Indian. Raja Rao's Kanthapura is 
Indian in terms of its storytelling qualities. Rabindranath Tagore wrote in Bengali and 
English and was responsible for the translations of his own work Gitanjali into English. 
Dhan Gopal Mukerji was the first Indian author to win a literary award in the United 
States. Nirad C. Chaudhuri, a writer of non-fiction, is best known for his work  “The 
Autobiography of an Unknown Indian “ 
R.K. Narayan created  a  fictitious town of Malgudi  in  his novels and short stories. He 
weaved a rich Indian experience for the reader by his evocation of a small town life  
through the eyes of the endearing child protagonist Swaminathan in Swami and Friends .  
Mulk Raj Anand,  similarly gained  recognition for his writing; presenting a harsh picture 
of  divisions of caste, class and religion existing in rural India  
Ram Nath Kak (1917–1933), a Kashmiri veterinarian wrote his autobiography Autumn 
Leaves, which is one of the most vivid portraits of life in 20th century Kashmir . Ruskin 
Bond received Sahitya Academy Award for his collection of short stories Our Trees Still 
Grow in Dehra in 1992. He is also the author of a historical novel A Flight of Pigeons, 
which is based on an episode during the Indian Rebellion of 1857.  
 
Post colonization gave rise to a number of Indian writers from Indian diaspora settled in 
different parts of the world.Salman Rushdie, born in India,  famous   for his work 
Midnight's Children (Booker Prize 1981), ushered in a new trend of writing. He used a 
hybrid language , generously peppered with Indian terms  that  represented the vast 
canvas of India. Rohinton Mistry is an Indian born Canadian author who won the  
Neustadt International Prize for Literature laureate (2012) for his first book” Tales from 
Firozsha Baag” (1987). Vikram Seth, Amitav Ghosh , Shashi Tharoor and many others  
have  contributed immensely to  Indian English Literature.  

 
 Nayantara Sehgal was one of the first female Indian writers in English to receive wide 
recognition. Her fiction deals with India's elite responding to the crises engendered by 
political change in her novel, Rich Like Us (1985). Anita Desai received a Sahitya 
Akademi Award in 1978 for her novel Fire on the Mountain and the British Guardian 
Prize for The Village by the Sea. Her daughter Kiran Desai won the 2006 Man Booker 
Prize for her second novel The Inheritance of Loss. Shashi Deshpande voices the 
concerns of the urban educated middle-class woman. trapped between tradition and 
modernity in her novels. Writers like Jhumpa Lahari, Manju Kapoor, Kiran Desai, and 
Bharati Mukherjee too have written novels on Magic Realism, Social Realism and 
Regional fiction, and have received National and International awards. They have probed 
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into human relationships and have led their crusade against age-old established  
patriarchal systems.  
Arundhati Roy , a noted contemporary women writer  is also a social  activist,  constantly 
writing about social problems. She got overwhelming reception for her first  book- God 
Of Small Things (1997), which  put her in the league of best Indian  writers.   

Literature  inspired by Indian mythology  

 Our ancient Indian literature is an ocean of epics,  mythical tales and folklore that have 
been passed on to us  over the centuries.They have  been a  rich source of inspiration for 
our writers and artists since time immemorial  Retelling , redefining and re-interpreting 
these mythical  stories in Indian languages was always there .That is the reason these 
stories are alive even to this day. But  in recent times there is a renewed interest in our 
puranic stories as they are being written to the English speaking urban elite  and also 
hoping to reach out to the world.  They are being written in a simple, contemporary novel 
style , suitable  to the taste of the young reader.   This new genre  of mythical fiction  is 
making inroads  not only among Indian readers but also with the readers in the west.   

 We as Indians have been brought up with the stories of Ramayana and Mahabharata. The 
stories are read with reverence in vernacular languages all over India. But for the first 
time these  ancient epics are being brought into the limelight once again in the form of a 
novel for worldwide readership. 

The epics have many versions and are  told differently in different parts of India . The 
writers would like to take advantage of these variations to develop their narrative. Writers 
would like  to   bring out the untold side  of the tales that are often presumed to have been 
kept a secret.  The gods and goddesses of the epics  are portrayed as live characters in 
flesh and blood with human limitations.The  writers make an attempt  to present  the 
godly characters of the epics as real  relevant and humane forms  to the present 
generation. 

Leading Indian writers of this genre-   Amish Tripathi, Devdutt Pattanaik or Vishwas 
Mudagal, Chitra Banerjee  Devakaruni    and many more  are trying to explore this new 
genre by   having  their own way of transcribing epics. The new line of  writers are 
exploring ways to paint our puranic stories with a different brush. 

The novels are not self-consciously holy. The author  is either  the all-seeing storyteller or 
he narrates the story  through the eyes of a character, often playing the role of a lawyer or 
judge,and defending the case of one character, while prosecuting others. There is a strong 
urge to connect the ancient tale to our modern day experience. 

Amish Tripathi, an IIM graduate, born and brought up under Hindu traditions,  draws 
his inspiration from the Shiva Purana( legend of Lord Shiva) . The author  has 
transformed Indian Fiction into a  unique combination of mystery, mythology, religious 
symbolism and philosophy. His debut novel, Immortals of Meluha,  , received rave 
reviews from critics all over India and has  paved the  way for the sequels; The Secret of 
the Nagas and The Oath of the Vayuputras. The Shiva Trilogy became a huge 
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commercial success acquiring the status of the most rapidly sold books in Indian history. 
The trilogy has been translated into 14 different languages. Moreover, Dharma 
production of Indian cinema has recently bought the film rights for The Immortals of 
Meluha. as claimed by author. As an author of best sellers, Forbes India has  included 
him among the top hundred celebrities of India 

In Amish Tripathi’s Ram Chandra series, based on the epic  Ramayana, the story of Sita  
in the novel -  Sita: the warrior of Mithila, he portrays her  journey from being an adopted 
child to becoming the Prime Minister and then   her transformation as a warrior and 
defender of dharma..  All the familiar characters  like Lord Ram and Lord Lakshman  
,Lord Hanuman and many others from Mithila are present in the  book. The book brings 
out  the true purpose of the Vayuputras and Malayaputras and their conflicting ideologies 
that lead to plot twists, politics ,intrigue and   influence the outcome in the story.It is a 
total fiction nowhere  related to the traditional narrative as in our epics  where  Sita  
undergoes  lot of suffering , Agnipariksha   and was later  banished from the kingdom by 
Lord Rama  . When there  is a major deviation from the main storyline , the author must 
be prepared for resistance and reprisal from the  devout reader . 

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni has written several novels on the themes of feminism, 
isolation, rootlessness, and a  quest for one’s cultural identity. Some of her noted novels 
are   The Mistress of Spices (1997), A Sister of my Heart (1999), The Vine of Desire 
(2002), The Queens of Dreams (2004), The Palace of Illusions (2008), One Amazing 
Thing(2010), and Oleander Girl(2013). 

 Divakaruni’s Palace of Illusion centres on the life of Panchaali, the daughter of king of 
Panchala. She has  attempted to narrate ‘ Mahabharata through Panchali’s  perspective. 
The original text  of Mahabharat ,represents Panchaali  as a weak, vulnerable and helpless 
women., a victim of circumstance  who is  exploited  by all ,  is commodified and looked 
at with lust, and who  has to look up to others for protection and retribution . 

In the Palace of Illusions , Divakaruni  transforms  this great epic into a first person 
narrative through the eyes of Panchaali. The story of the novel covers the whole life of 
Panchaali from her birth, her isolated childhood, her marriage, her friendship with 
Krishna, her strange attraction towards Karna and her journey as a women. 

Another acclaimed writer,  Vishwas Mudagal says ,“Our mythology is our history. It’s 
obvious that there has to be some truth to it and I’m sure many versions and flavours 
were added to it over the centuries. India had a glorious past and we were the beacon of 
knowledge, culture and trade in the world. Our epics and puranas are testimony to this 
fact.” 

” Vishwas Mudagal’s  first book  was- Losing My Religion, which went on to become a 
best-seller. Further, his second book - The Last Avatar - Age of Kalki was inspired by  
the prophecy of Kalki, the 10th and last Avatar of God, who the ancient Hindu Puranas 
and epics predict would be born in the future to end the age of darkness on Earth. It is 
told that Kalki, the Destroyer would be all powerful and merciless towards evil. But what 
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if the God incarnate was born as mortal as any one of us and had to toil through a 
tumultuous path with true grit and valor to one day save humanity from destroying itself? 

Research shows that Kalki  Purana was written as a response to the barbaric invasions by 
the foreign invaders from Central Asia. These invaders were the Huns and Mongols. To 
end this brutal era, Vishnu had to appear on Earth to destroy the enemy and restore a pure 
way of life.  

This formed the basis of his story, against the backdrop of falling democracies around the 
world.  An unconventional hero emerges – a vigilante known only as Kalki, backed by a 
secret society called The Rudras,  along with Nushen, the Chinese superhuman spy,  who 
must do the impossible to save his country, and the world. 

Conclusion 

In recent times , we  see that  super hero based Hollywood movies like ,  Avengers , X-
Men, Game of Thrones ,Black Panther  are gaining popularity among the youth The 
characters in these movies, have become household names . A lot of literature has 
developed around these characters and has gained worldwide acceptance although they   
seem very unreal and disconnected with  the real world . They represent culture of a 
fantasy, mythical era with  warriors and legends along with a blend  of ancient faith  and  
spirituality. World over, mythological characters are being re- interpreted to create a 
fantasy world. In the Indian context, Bahubali  is one such movie that had a pan Indian 
appeal  that  created  a  powerful  impression in the minds of people .Ther is a new genre 
emerging where contemporary Indian writers  are going back to their cultural roots , in 
search of cultural icons  and legends that can be brought to the world stage  through  their 
books. .   

There is a need to bring back  the pride in our ancient Indian knowledge and culture 
which is sadly lacking in our youth today. Our forefathers had achieved significant 
breakthroughs in the field of  science , mathematics, astronomy and medicine,  thousands 
of years ago .”It was one of the advanced civilizations , where much of its glory was  lost 
due to wars and invasions . There is a need to revive the greatness of our ancient 
civilization so that our youth need not look towards the west for inspiration.  India can 
offer many such stories that are deeply rooted in its  ethos, culture and history.The time 
has come  to showcase Indian civilisation through its  superheroes to the world .  
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